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Main Pumps
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BOMBAS IDEAL RNI pumps are manufactured in accordance

with DIN 24255, The wearing parts in contact with the pumped

water are manufactured in conosion resistant materials the impeller

and wear rings are made of bronze and the pump shaft is stainless

steel.

The semi-elastic spacer coupling is fitted to both electric and

diesel driven pumps; this allows the impeller assembly to be

removed without the need to move the pump casing or the driver.

The design of the pump casing is such that an air release device

is unnecessary.
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BOMBAS IDEAL CP pumps can be fitted as the main pump for

fire fighting equipment. Their main area of application is for large

flows and operating pressures up to 15 bar, These are horizontal

centrifugal pumps with axially split cases. The suction and discharge

flanges are casted as part of the bottom half of the casing, allowing

easy access to the rotating parts and avoiding disconnecting of

the suction and discharge pipes during maintenance works. Both

pump types can be driven by either electric motor or diesel engine

as required, The CEPRB/EN and UNE-EN 12845 version is fitted

with a semi-elastic spacer coupling to facilitate maintenance of

the pump set. These pumps are fitted with an automatic air release

valve on top of upper half casing,
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Where the water level of the source supply results in a suction

lift, preventing the use of horizontal pumps, BOMBAS IDEAL can

offer a wide range of vertical turbine shaft driven pumps V type

with motors mounted at ground level,

AII these designs are highly suitable for fire-pump sets
in accordance with standards, NFPA 20, EN, UNE,

CEPREVEN, etc.
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Fire Fighting Packages Standards
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USA Standard for the lnstallation of Stationary Pumps

for Fire Protection,

Most of the countries that provides fire fighting packages

must comply with the regulations issued by the National

Fire Protection Association, Bornbas ldeal designs the

fire fighting packages according to NFPA 20

specifications to meet the strict standards and at the

same time ensuring cost effective solutions.

Bornbas ldeal fire fighting packages cover the full NFPA

20 range as follow:

Rated capacities: from 25 Io 5000 USGPM

Rated pressures: from 70 to 190 M,

Cther duV points are available under request.
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Fixed fire fighting systems. Automatic sprinkler systems,

Design, installation and maintenance. Reinforced

fullfilrnent on all european countries.

UNE 2G-5T}O
Water supplies systems for fire fighting,

Reinforced fullfilment on Spain,

crpRHt#ffiN R.?:2.*A$A
Water suply for fire fighting systems.

Requested by mdn insurance companies.

ffiffipRHvffiH R.T,{**ffi*#
Fixed fire fighting systems. Autornatic sprinkler systems.

Design, installation and maintenance,

Requested by mdn insurance companies.
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Compact fi re

fi ghting packages
with electric and diesel
close coupled pumps
Small sets up to 30 HP according to UNE 23500-
90 standard, consisting of main electric driven
pump, jockey pump, pressure tank, controller,
pressure switches and pressure gauge, everything
assembled on common base plate. FOC-F sets
are designed with horizontal monoblock main
pumps and FOC-V type with multistage vertical
pumps

ln both cases the equipment can be complemented
with a diesel pump as per service data required,
Also include controller with automatic starter
according to UNE 23500-90,

Tipical applicatlans
Condominiums

lndustries

Hotels and restaurants

Public buildings

Bombas ldea!, S.A.
Pol. lnd. Mediterr6neo. Calle Cid, B

Telefono: + 34 96 140 2143
Fax: + 34 96 1 40 21 31

46560 - Massalfassar - (Spain)
exporta@bom basideal . com

unnnnt. bom basi deal . com

etc.,.
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